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But you
him float

You can lead a horse to
water

Vol. X Number 28

can't make

April. 30, 1970

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Psychedelic
Circus Held
by Carol Doyle

best service booth, will be
announced Friday night at the
Student Council session.

Newark State's parking lots
were trans fo rmed into a
"Psychedelic Circus" this past
weekend as the 1970 Carnival
took place. Mayor Biertemphel of
Union, and President of the
College, Nathan Weiss officiated
at the opening ceremonies.
Lorraine Hill, Miss Newark State,
cut the ribbon - officially
opening the Carnival.
Saturday's activities
commenced with a parade of 9
floats, the largest number ever.
Four floats then competed for the
best all-around float. Judging of
the competition was at first
strongly contested because only
one judge had made the decision.
A representative from each of the
fraternities and sororities involved
were consulted and the alternative
solution agreed upon, leading to
two other judges: Ken May and
Pat Ruddy who used the previous
tally plus their own to pick the
winner. First prize, $75 .00, went
to Lamda Chi Rho , while second
place, $50 was awarded to Nu
Delta Pi and Phi. Third prize,
$25.00 was won by Chi Delta.

This year's Carnival Chairman,
Ken May, was hampered by a lot
of last minute letdowns. Ken
commented , "This year's Carnival
was run more like a business than
a game, but the overall autonomy
was very crude." As is evident in
most organizations and projects,
Carniv21 shows a need for changes
and improvement. If delegated the
job of Chairman next year, Mr.
May would like to instigate an

Win ners of the best decorated

over-aU change in make-up and

Thirty tents, thirty-four games,
rides and five exhibits comprised
week-end entertainment. Mr. Price
of our Music department provided
a musical percussion
demonstration Friday night. The
quality of prizes had also been
raised. Another new addition was
a beer tent. Permission granted by
the Board of Trustees allowed
beer to be served on campus for
the weekend along with a license
from the Union County ABC. A
hired policeman plus a Faculty
advisor were present at all imes to
check proof.
Carnival '70, Psychedelic Circus, held April 24-26, provided entertainment for everyone.
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booth, best money maker and the structure.

Parking Appointees Named
by Betty Wetzler
board he or she is a member of.
Student Org. president-elect
Commenting on the Parking
Dave Lichtenstein has announced Appeals Board, Mr. Lichtenstein
the names of tho se appointed to said, " I think we have made real
Newa rk State' s first Parking progress in three areas: one, we
Appeals Board. The three boards have found an immediate answer
consist of five members each, and to a very pressing problem ; two,
one alternate member, each. we now have brought the whole
Board No. 1 is made up of Mike parking situation out into light
Splendorio, Lorraine Hill , Larry and have exposed it as being in a
Langlois, Bob Young, and Bill very chaotic state; and three, we
Bruno, with Gary DeCarolis as ha ve no t se t a preced en t 1or
c
alternate. Board No. 2 consists of Newark State by having a student
Joan Gotz, Fred Cucolo, Bob · appeals board _ which is as it
Watkins, Marilyn Carter, and Gary should be.
Barat, and alternate Marty Israel.
" I think that for now, this was
Members of the third Board are
the
only fair situation. If so many
Bob Baxter, Maria Mandrillo,
students
have so many tickets, it
Steve Band, Joe Zagorski, Alan
McGarry , and alternate Mark is an indication that something is ·
wrong."
Durma.
When asked about the faculty
Mr.Lichtenstein explained that
parking
and issuance of tickets to
the three Parking Appeals Boards
will act as "courts," reviewing faculty, Mr. Lichtenstein
student parking ticket appeals responded, "We operate on a
that are brought to the Townsend double standard. Ideally, faculty
Business office. These appeals are members are subject to receiving
then forwarded to one of the new tickets, but the faculty are not
Parking Appeals Board. He made to pay those tickets, and
continued to explain that Boards usually do not even receive them
have the power to determine the when the situation warrants it. It
outcome of the student's appeal would be one thing if the faculty
cars were given a 'hands-off
and their decision is final.
All three boards have had policy for tickets, but it not this
immediate instigation and appeals way. It may serve a functional
can be referred to hem now. If the purpose for the faculty to go
board decides a student's ticket .unpunished for parking violations.
The college has passed a draft
was valid, the student must pay
the fine. If such fines are paid statement on student rights
before April 15th, the charge will stating that a student is no less a
college citizen then anyone else.
be a half-price rate.
Mr. Lichtenstein also noted However, in the parking situation,
that if a student board member is this is just not true. We feel the
appealing his or her own tikets, he Parking Appeals Board is one step
or she may not do so before the to help correct this."

Dialogue with Artist Harris
by Ingrid Saare
A community of people came

together for a while on Monday
morning. Paul Harris came, so did
some students as well as some of
the art faculty. The objective was
not an informational lecture per
se, nor a sanctimonious dispersal
ofknowledge.Itwasn'tatimefor
technical instruction, nor for
freely given answers. The focal
point was the aesthetic
considerations of the individuals
present. Mr. Harris brought not a
fixed point of view but a genuine
consideration for the problems
and interests of his fellow creative
human beings. We share a
common space, creating an
environment of dialogue.
Educators sh o u Id ask
themselves, "What is a learning
environment?" and think once
more if in reality it occurs in the
classroom.
Joseph Beuys has said, ''To be
a teacher is my greatest work of
art." Mr. Harris was not willing to

limit his concerns with his own
work but rather with the rt
concerns of the group. In this
respect, he is quite similar to the
artist, Franz Erhard Walthere,
who was here last month. Both
have a strong will to communicate
and the ability to do so well. Mr.
Harris is not afraid of
misinterpretation. For anybody to
complain about a lack of
communication seems a bit naiv,e.
Human beings ordinarily have
great communication difficulties.
Mr. Harris is delighted with those
who may understand him. Those
who don't make him somewhat
sad but not necessarily upset. In
the end, he doesn't fully trust
talking "about" his art works but
rather prefers to let them speak
for themselves.
The immediate demand s of the
environment have been
challenging the traditional role of
the artist. Although artists have
always been. Environmental
influence may be quite

subconscious, as when Mr. Harris
spent some time in London. The
scale of objects in England is
smaller than ours; milk, sugar, and
refrigerators come in half the size
of American commodities. Mr.
Harris feels sure that his
sculptures would probably occur
if Mr. Harris made New York his
home . The closed-in space, the
anonymous style of urban life, the
crowdedness of people and
commodities contribute to the
living style of the cities'
inhabitants. East. Coast artists
often have the pressure of making
the "gallery scene," a "Leo
Castelli hang-up." New York is
very uptight. I see it on the faces
of the people. In California, there
is more relaxation , more space,
fewer social pressures. But don't
think of California as a refuge. I
don't think there' s any refuge." '
A sense of art history is most
important in contemporary art.
Mr. Harris recognizes the
(Continued on Page 10)
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Senate
Reviews Exams

by Linda Phelan
The question of whether or not
to continue the present scheduled
exam periods was raised at a
recent Faculty Senate meeting. It
was decided that this system
should remain since it provides a
convenient and definite time and
place for giving exams that does
not interefere with regular classes.
Along with this decision came
a motion to strongly urge all
faculty members giving formal,
written exams to hold the se
'exams in their specified exam
periods . Professors are not
required to give final exams but, if
a formal exam is planned , they
will sometimes move the date of
the exam up to a regular class
period. Though the reason for the
move can be said to be for the
convenience of students and
teachers, it frequently causes
confusion in other classes as
students cut on~ class to study for
an unscheduled exam in another.
Any similar confusion can be
eliminated if the regular exam
schedule is utilized.
Whether or not there is a need
for Spring finals for Seniors was
another point brought up before
Faculty Senate. From the point of
view of the Registrar, the
elimination of senior Spring finals

would be a help in the processing
and bookkeeping involved with
graduation. The necessity of these
finals in terms of arriving at a
grade for a course is an aspect
which must be considered from a
teacher's point of view. Since an
unlimited cut system for
upper-classmen is in effect a final
exam, for many senior courses is
relied upon as the main basis for a
final grade. Both ides of this issue
are being taken into account in a
study of this question.

With the college's evaluation
for reaccreditation completed the
organizational structure of the
college became open once again
for study and change. A recent
Faculty Senate study of Newark
State College organizational
structure resulted in various
recommendations and proposals
designed to achieve the most
efficient and effective structure
for a college which is in a state of
growth and development.
Various faculty members who
were formerly grouped under a
heading of "unaffiliated" will, as
of next fall be placed within
existing departments and in some
cases new departments will be
formed ; as another step towards
growth and reorganization.

Schedule of Events
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 5/3

Date

Event

Place

SUNDAY, MAY 3rd
J:00-5 :00

Chi Delta Alumni Tea

Hex Room

MONDAY, MAY 4th
9:00-1 l :00
1 :40-4:00

College Chorus Rehearsal
Senate Executive Comm. Meeting

7:00-10:00
IFSC Meeting
TUESDAY, MAY 5th
9:00-11 :00
Madigal Chorus Rehearsal
11: 30-1 : 30
Institutional Planning Board Meeting
1:40-2 :55
I :40-4 :00
I :40-3 :05

I.A. Department Meeting
Curriculum Committee Meeting
General Faculty Meeting

3: 00-4: 30

Dedication of Psychology Lab

3: 00-5 :30

C.U.E. Meeting

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6th
9: 00-11 :00
College Chorus Rehearsal
10:00-11 :00 Opportunity Day Program

Little Theatre
Senate Office
Townsend
Hex Room
Little Theatre
Downs
Meet Rm . A
B 104
T 107
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Downs-Formal
Lounge
Downs-Meeting
Room A
LittleTheatre
Downs
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''Water'' is Guild's
Best Effort Yet
By Howard Duff

On Thursday April 30, Friday
May 1, and Saturday May 2, at
8 :30 P.M., Robert Anderson's
play You Know I Can't Hear You
When The Water's Running will be
presented at the TPA. From the
looks of it, the Theater Guild
noted for many fine productions
in the past, has come up with its
finest effort yet.
Under Mr. James Murphy's
able direction, the Guild's
performance comes alive and
reaches out to involve you, the
audience, in the live's of the
characters.
"Water" is a play that deals
with {should I whisper this?) sex.
Through a series of four skits,
different sexual attitudes,
hangups, and morays are
presented. The skits never label a
character. absolutely right or

wrong, they just hint at it, and let
you make your own mind up.
The first skit, "The Shock of
Recognition" deals with a
flustered playwright, played by
James Mancino, who wants to put
a naked man onstage. His
producer, Herb Miller (Romeo
Bryant), objects and from then
on, the plot thickens with able
assistance from Herb's secretary
{Lin Weber) and an actor trying
out for the role {Michael White).
The second skit "The
Footsteps of Doves" has, as its
setting, a bedstore. The problem,
it seems, · is that George and
Harriet (Walter Morrison and
Vivian Tomasso) have reached
that stage of a married couple's
life called "the twin bed stage."
Only trouble is that George
realizes he hasn't reached that
stage quite yet, even if his wife

Shapes of.Things
Like a washcloth put through and practical experience take
the wringer once too often, the over?
discussion of curriculum's
19
MAJOR
relevancy at Newark State College REQUIREMENTS
ENGLISH
is beginning to show severe signs EDUCATION: Eng. 1012
of wear. Talking about changes, Methods of Copying Medieval
holding panel discussions, Manuscripts I (lab) - (4 sem.
conducting lectures with hrs.) , Music 917 and 918
"renowned" guest speakers, and Advanced Bottleneck Guitar I and
using those infamous last words - II (½ sem. hr. each), I.E. 747 Tire
"let's form a committee to work Changing and Repair (3 sem .
on the problem!" - are all fine hrs.), ...
for those leaving N.S.C. this
Thomas Degutis
semester, but what about students
with between two and eight
semesters ahead of them?

Democracy

As an English major, a health
course that requires simply a
reading, or rather a memorization ,
of the text and duplicating charts
and diagrams, or a math course in
basic number theory with its daily
assignment of Exercise B (odd
numbered problems only), or a
gym course where every individual
eagerly awaits mastery of
volleyball ''skills" is not what I
had in mind as pre-requisites to
teaching in either a junior or
senior high school.

A required course in
" Advanced" Speech that suddenly
evolves into a methods course in
Formal Lounge
speech therapy rather than one in
speaking experience, · a world
Downs
literature requirement that
Counseling Services Meeting
11 :30-2:00
Meet. Rm 8
stresses memorization of hundreds
Downs
of "pertinent" facts printed on
Faculty Staff Buffet
11 :30-2:00
astigmatism- producing ditto
Fae. Din. Rm.
d
Little Theatre
sheets, or require courses where
College Chorus Rehearsal
4:30-6 :30
Little Theatre
instructors use a grading curve
American Welding Society Meeting
6:30-10:00
Downs
with
more than half of the
Alumni General Council
6:00-10:00
Din.
Rm.
I-FDR
competent
students in the "D" to
Dinner / Meeting
fail zone are all not THAT
THURSDAY, MAY 7th
conducive to helping an inner city
Little Theatre
9 :00-11 :00
Madrigal Chorus R5 hearsal .
student in a school situation Downs
9:30-11:30
Student Personnel StaffMeetmg
particularly if one cannot even
Meet. Rm. B
make it out of college to help that
Downs Hall
N.J. Assn. of Admissions
8:30-4:00
student.
Theatre for
Counselors Mtg.
Perf. Arts
The time is long overdue to
Union High School Band Concert
Coll. Cent. Patio decide on what courses a student
12:00-2: 00
Lambda Alpha Sigma Induction Meeting Downs
1:40-2:55
should spend the little time he has
Formal Lounge at N.S.C. to the best advantage.
Downs Hall
6:00-9 :00
Dean's Dinner fo r Council Members
It's fine to amass a wide range of
Little Theatre
8: 00-10:30
Children's Theatre Rehearsal
knowledge in several disciplines .
FRIDAY, MAY 8 th
But is college the ONLY source of
Little Theatre
9:00-2:30
Classroom Renaissance
learning experience? What about
Little Theatre
8 :30 P.M.
Spring Choral Concert
modern renaissance individuals
like Mason Williams? At what
SATURDAY, MAY 9th
point does strict book theory end
Little Theatre
9 :00-2 : 30
Classroom Renaissance

Will Kill

By David M. Walsh
Paradoxically, the country
founded on the strength of
democratic ideology, will
ultimately be suffocated by it.
In a Hegelian sense, the United
States is a complex, bureaucratic
system that literally runs itself.
This "Frankenstein Monster" is
now heading straight for the
n~arest . ·polluted river to drown
itself.
The sad thing about America is
that the very process of
governance which insures the
rights and freedoms of men to live
humanely will ultimately prevent
him from saving himself.
In a legalistic country such s
ours , legislation must filter
through a complicated process
that usually takes years and years
to be passed and countless more
years to be effectively
implemented.
As a sophisticated nation
capable of saving the rest of the
world from inevitable extinction
will rather choke on its own
rhetoric than meeting this
challenge.
As elaborate schemes are
drawn up, as people write their
legislators, as the President
balances his priorities, and
legislation gets buried in
committee, as partisanship takes
its toll and as industry continues
to grow, as people have more
babies and buy a second car, as
people worry about what
everybody else is doing about
pollution: OUR DEMOCRACY
WILL KILL THE WORLD.

has. After the salesman (Walter
Corris) makes his pitch for the
beds, George meets another
double bed person , Jill (Kathy
Musicar) and .. .
Th~ third skit is the highlight
of the play. Entitled "I'll Be
Home For Christmas" it is the
most touching and (for me, at
least) hits closest to home for kids
our age. Excellent performances
by Steve Rogers {Chuck), Georgia
Howell {Edith) and Carol Wander
{Clarice) make this skit the
successful one it is.
The play ends on a light _note
{but is it really light?) with "I'm
Herbert", the story of an old
married couple who, while they
sit and rock, converse as only two
absent-minded old people · can.
The highlight of this skit is the
excellent make-up jobs done on
the twci characters Herbert (John
Fox) and Muriel (Karen Shetlick).
So I urge you to attend "You
Know I Can't Hear You When The
Water's Running" not because it
has a message, not because its
characters give excellent
performances, not because of any
other details, but because the
whole play is so good.

Clean-up,
Why Weren't
You There?
On Sunday, April 27, some
concerned members of the college
community (students, faculty,
administration and staff) set out
to make the campus less of an
eyesore. Trees were planted,
flowers were placed in a "Theta"
near the flagpole at Townsend
Hall. But most important - all
kinds of trash were removed from
the campus.
Two tires and a Chrysler V-8
engine were removed from the
stream; a veritable gold-mine in
empty Colt-45 cans and soft drink
cans were moved from the forest
area; broken glass and wire from
the Arts Wing; and cigarette butts
and empty cigarette packs from
all over the campus - like they
were going out of style. It seems
that no building has been spared
from the affront of trash and
litter - and everyone is to blame.
Have you ever caught yourself
in the act of tossing a paper on
the ground? Or a cigarette butt
into the stream? Have you ever
thought of Newark State as one
notch above pig-sty conditions?
Do you consider the college
community a bunch of slobs?
That's right, SLOBS!
When the students start acting.
like adult human beings, then
there won't be any sort of need
for another campus clean-up.
The 50 or so individuals who
did care - who did show up,
should be lauded. After all, 50 out
of 4 ,000?
NOTICE

There will be a C.C.B. Drama
Committee Meeting Tues. May 5 ,
at 1:40 in the College Center
Board Office {Student Activities
Office). New members welcome!
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by Ken Wilson

When a student has a problem which can be solved by executive
fiat , the problem usually is solved.
However, for the student who cannot see that serious educational
and institutional problem exist at NSC, no problems have been solved.
The subject of Dr. Weiss' latest dialog was " Frustration and
boredom in the classroom - what to do about them." Some of the
participating stude1,1 ts felt they were neither frustrated nor bored, but
others, well aware of the quality of instruction at NSC got no
satisfaction from the administrators who attended.
For example, it was asked why some juniors and seniors were
forced in one manner or another to attend classes or face some punitive
. action in the form of a lowered grade. The response was a clever
avoidance of the question: eliminate finals for graduating seniors, and
offer more programs of independent study. Presumably in this way a
student could avoid confronting a faculty member who is illegally
source of knowledge about forcing his attendance, but the logic of this solution escapes me!
ecology, statung "Before we
straighten out the world, we must
A more reasonable answer emerged somewhat later when it was
straighten out ourselves."
announced that many faculty members' approach to the classroom
Secondly, we must make a could not be changed by administrative fiat ; that Dr. Weiss was not a
sincere personal commitment not king, and, therefore, could not dictate policy to individual faculty
· to have more than two children members. In fact it was really up to the students to organize and
and spread this philosophy to present their griefs to either the faculty member or the department
others. Zero population groups .chairman. It was assumed that a whole class would not be penalized for
are forming here at NSC as well as complaining.
all over the nation to educate the
general public about their
This is an area which should be investigated by our department
obligations to humanity. These level student representatives. (If you are a member of a department
groups will put constant pressure · which does not have students sitting either on a special policy
on government and industry to committee or the separate departmental committees, please let us know
take immediate action.
and we'll try to find out why - each department should have some
Thirdly, we must refuse to form of student representation in their decision-making process.)
patronize any business that will
not change their polluting ways.
INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM is not dead at NSC. At least
Suggestions ranged from telling
your grocer that you'll shop .one department is considering second level courses for transfer
elsewhere if he doesn't comply to students. Not an honors program, but LOWER level courses for our less
massive letter writing campaigns intelligent Black and Puerto Rican brothers who will be coming from
informing industries of your the county colleges.
decision to boycott their products
Isn't it about time we realize that students of Black or Puerto
until they imporve them.
Commenting on the interest Rican origin are not genetically inferior and, in fact, may be mpre likely
shown regarding the to perform well in the regular courses because of the particular pressure
environmental's committee's filtn to succeed under which they are forced to work?
and lecture program, Dr. Keller
The mentality which proposes lower course levels is the same
repeatedly stated "the apathy on
the Newark State Campus is mentality which tells the students in our inner-city schools they belong
in vocational training programs. Perhaps those faculty members who
absolutely incredible" .
Newark State has chosen to have this mentality and are proposing these lower level courses are only
capable of teaching at a lower level.
die.

Dr. Keller Speaks on Earth Day
by David M. Walsh
Dr. Keller, a member of
Ne.wark State ' s science
department , spqke on the
impending realities of the world's
ecological problems at the April
22 Earth Day.
Dr. Keller presented graphic
proof of how the world's
population explosion is leading to
the earth's dominant species - .
homo spaiens - to extinction
much the same way as the
dinosaur.
The population of the world
around 1750 is estimated to have
been about 500 million people. In
1965 statisticians recorded the
existance of 3.3 billion human
beings on earthh - an increase of

increase has steadily risen over the
years. In 1965 the population was
reported to be rising at a rate of
1.8% a year.
The immediacy of the need to
stop population increase can be
seen in the ecologist's belief that
• if man had reproduced
throughout history at his current
rate, there would presently be one
million people per square foot of
land or more precisely - NO

ONE.
In order to eliminate this
yearly increase factor, Dr. Keller
feels the government will
definitely force sterilization of all
women after the birth of their
second child. He also emphasizes
that man has no choice at all in
almost seven fold in 215 years. It this matter.
Dr. Keller offered various
is more important however to
study the rate of population suggestions to students· concerned
increase each year in order to about their ecological
understand the magnitude of responsibilities. Firstly, an
awareness of the problem must be
man' s dilemna.
In 1750, the population developed. The doctor offered
i n c rease per year has Paul Ehrlick's book, The
approximately 0.3%. This rate of Population Bomb, as a good

Give Mom a ~ early.
,

And make Mother's Day last longer.
Call or visit an FTD florist today. And
order a BigHug Bouquet to arrive
early. He'll send it across the street.
Or country. A special arrangement.
For a very special mother. Yours.
Usually availableSt2

at less- than

50

•

The FTD ~ bouquet.
•As •n Independent businessm•n, eac~ FTD Member florist sets his own pricts.

A Supernatural Approach
by William R. Brown

If we approach our living as an
extension of the supernatural we
must incorporate certain ideas and
additudes. Among these ideas and
attitudes we must include ritual,
initiation, devotional activity,
subordinate relationship to a
"cosmic" being , and a.n
unquestioning acceptance of the
order of things. Often, the side
effects of a supernatural approach
is the feeling that an individual is
powerless and in the hands of the
" cosmic" being.
As a minor example of what
we must internalize as
supernaturalists, we must use
vague terms in referring to the
froces we are controlled by. The
words "they" or "them" as the
identification of our rule makers
must be incorporated into our
vocabulary. We must also feel that
·the means of influencing decisions
concerning our lives are not in our
hands, thereafter, we will resign
ourselves to a " lack of control"
approach.
We must strive to make certain
that the " rituals" of our lives

become dogma if we are to be
true supe~naturalists. We must
limit our activities soley to what
the other members and the leaders
of our spiritual world deem
acceptable. In no w~y, as a
supernaturalist, must be beHeve or
seem to believe that we follow an
individual path, separate from the
cult. That would be hersey.
Another ingredient of the
supernatural approach would be
the establishment of spokesmen
or priests that, by virtue of their
positions, become responsible to
the belief and not the believers. In
fact, they must also add or
subtract from those beliefs as they
go, without fear of questioning
and criticism. In effect, to be a
good supernaturalists, the belief
must become more important
than the believers.
If we are to be good
supernaturalists, we must establish
institutions that can wield power
. and manipulate us, yet we must
, feel that our attempts to gain
restitution are in vain. We must
resolve ourselves to the idea that
we are cogs in the gears of ~

mechanism far too obscure and
"cosmic" to be grappled with.
Further , we must divide
ourselves into cults and group
· around an ideal, believing . ..
believing but never questioning.
We must develop forms of
ceremonial garb and ritualistic
prayers or words of incantation.
Under-emphasize the need to
expand on a track of individual
' endeavor, the group or cult must
reign supreme. We must attack,
; far and recoil frm all other cults
that embrace· things we are not
familiar with or don't agree with.
In conclusion, a well developed
supernaturalist must use the past
to justify the present. We must
work to play down the errors of ·
. the past and create a myth of
always having been right and use
this myth as a justificatiop. for all
future actions . A good
· supernaturalist is free from all
responsibility or decision. Our
fate must rest with forces too
i large to comprehend and too
i complex to influence. We must
believe these things . . . to be
i GOOD supernaturalists.
I

!
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Let's Go,
Debbie

I

Clean Up At NSC
Last weekend , Newark State College
witnessed two events on her campus; the
annual carnival and Johnny Appleseed Day.
The first festivity is one that the college
community is familiar with .. It' s very nice.
It's a.lot of fun . It's tradition.
I

Appleseed Day is not as well known , but
is by far a more noteworthy of the two, for
as Carnival was in the process of producing a
great deal of fun and a great deal of debris, a
small group of students were attempting to
produce ari improvement in this college's
campus area.
Starting at 9 AM Sunday morning,
people concerned with the shoddy condition
of school grounds began their clean-up
campaign. Picks, shovels, and other tools of
war were distributed , and by the end of the
day the · results were visable . 95 newly
planted trees dotted the campus, the stream
was cleaned , the theta symbol of the "Save
the Earth" movement was carved into

Townsend lawn and for once, there was no
garbage in front of the Student Center. Still,
the amount of students that turned out was
small in comparison with attendance for a
purely social event. At the other end of the
campus, the carnival lumbered to a close.
THE INDEPENDENT realizes that
annual events such as carnival and Greek
Sing are a part of N.S.C.'s tradition and are
perpetuated as such. Still , THE
INDEPENDENT feels that some of the
energies that are being diverted into these
"good times" could and should be channeled
into constructive work. We feel that it is
only fair to raise the suggestion that Johnny
Appleseed Day becomes a yearly feature at
Newark State College.
The cutting down of numerous trees,
recently combined with the appearance of a
slightly green factory complex. Perhaps an
annual plant-in as held last Sunday would
help restore this campus beauty that has
been ripped away in the name of progress.

More Hair

A Matter Of
Dollars and Sense
Last week the Finance Board refused
representatives of C.C.B. a sum of $ 150 for
the rights to show the film " Monterey Pop"
this semester as one of the series of Sunday
films. The main idea was that this sum was
too much money.
In the past year, Finance has given
C.C.B. more money for their films than in
years previous, but the members of the
board should realize that the prices for films
are rising as distributors find that the college
circuit is indeed a lucrative one.
THE INDEPENDENT thinks that it is

Dear Debbie Kalanta ;
You can' t believe what a
welcome sight all that hair was at
Woodstock , at the Nov . 15
Moratorium in Wash. , D.C. and at
the Stones' Concert this Nov . It
was a pleasure not to have to look
at all those "neatly pressed Brooks Brothers - factory - fresh
- hair sprayed - Bryl - creamed
dandies." Or the mass produced
look of the Marines and other
branches of the service. Perhaps,
Miss Kalanta , you also prefer the
mass - produced " I'm not
supposed to think - only obey"
intelle c t that the services
(particularly the Marines) try to
impose upon the men.
Come on Debbie , take a hint.
In my opinion and a lot of other
people's opinions too , a man can
have his hair down to his posterior
if he wants to , and still look
presentable.
Yours till the cows come home ,
Patricia Frank '72
P.S. Also with me in spirit are:
Lucy Lessa '73
Judy Hamberger '73
Gloria Joskovich '73

ironic that $150 was refused for a film for
the ENTIRE college community, for the
entertainment of ALL; and yet $175 was
alotted for photographs for the Miss NSC
contest. The same event had other sums
equal of surpassing "Monterey Pop's" cost
spent on bNE singer and ONE piano player.
In the future , THE INDEPENDENT
would like to see a more realistic attitude on
monies as-t<ed for the C.C.B. We know what
can be done for special events, now let's give
C.C.B. the chance to do the excellent job it
is capable of performing for the benefit of
all the students all the time.

Deception
To the Editor:
Retort to D. Kalanta
My, my how looks can deceive .
This is quite apparent in the fact
that in your letter concerning the
Marines, you did not mention that
the s e m e n with their
" clean-shaved faces, neat hair
c u ts , and ne a tly pres sed
uniforms" are actually trained in
the fine art of shooting men ,
women and children, burning
down people' s villages, kidnapping
innocent people and defoiliating
the countryside . I guess that in
these respects they are " doing
their own thing" and looking
presentable at the same time .
However, such is war, and I
suppose that in a combat
situation, men have no other
alternative than to be ruthless.
The point I am making here is
that looks do not mean a
goddamn thing. - It's a person's
actions and concern for mankind
that matters .
Doug Kittredge
Class of '72

Crew cuts
Dear Debbie:
It seems that you are more
concerned with what is on a
person's head rather than what is
in a person's head. Maybe that
group of Marines we re
clean-shaven and neatly groomed ,
but I'd like to bet that if they
were given the choice as to how to
wear their hair, they'd choose to
wear something other than a crew
cut.

More Debbie
Come on Debbie (Sound and
Fury 4/23: "what a welcome sight
all those U.S . Marines were ...")!
Are you asking our men to rid
themselves of such an attractive
and masculine characteristic hair? I can' t believe that you
would deny yourself or any other
It seems that some of the
female the physical pleasure of
running fingers through the Newark State " characters" offend
masses of a masculine head of you. There are a lot of good
people - Greeks, non-Greeks,
hair!
Have you ever kissed a bearded Whites, Blacks, etc. - walking
man? Hardly , I would imagine, or around with long hair and beards.
you would overwhelmingly Qrefer Like I said, they' re good people.
that experience to the best efforts Maybe they're trying to tell you
of a scratchy-faced (pardon me, something about themselves. , or
clean-shaven) man. (My ~usband , maybe they just don' t want to
by the way, suspects you of being look like they jumped off an
assembly line. Who are you trying
frigid .)
Break free , woman! Enjoy the to figure out? College makes
great and beautiful beings men are enough demands on students with
out them having to worry about
finally becoming.
Janet Wilson
(Continued on Page 5)
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Sound and Fury Continues
Crew cu t s
(Continued from Page 4)

whether or not the way they dress
offends somebody!
Sincerely
a "character"
Denise Manley '73

Animals
To the Editor :
Re : Marines
Dear Recruit:
Obviously your G-2 is flimsy
concerning the "Krotch". Yes
once we may have been squared
away, but discharge changes ones
ideas and appearances. Let us
enlighten you:
You can find marines in the
Hell's Angels, Mafia, PTA, KKK,
Black Panthers, Ladies Auxiliary ,
and Newark State College , not to
mention NASA. These near
uniforms , shaved faces and

haircuts are only to fool broads
like you. A marine stays a marine
with short hair, long hair, or no
hair - once an animal , always an
animal.
For further tips on the
"Jarheads", contact your local
recruiter. Remember , we do our
thing - hair and all.
Love and Kisses
SGT. Norman Thaiss
2255086 USMC
Retired SGT. Peter A. Czajkowski
2029580 USMC
Retired

Join Up!

N"VVE'R
L

To:Miss Kalanta
· · · NEVER
Yours Truly ,
James Flaberty
Kevin Halian
Tom Callaghan
Mike Mullaney
Noam Nootck
Heb Berstenfeld
Joe Pietrangelo V .P. '73
Mr. Elliot Bernstein
Councilmen
Curt Balnicki
Lou

Self-Control

Attn.: Miss Debbie Kalanta
If you dig the Marines so
much, why don't you try joining
up? Even though you are a girl ,
they can always use another close
- minded fathead!
Outrageous Cat
Class of '73

To the Editor:
Your special Earth Day issue
was extremely interesting.
Especially attractive was your
emphasis on population control as
a panacea for the world's
ecological headaches. Incidentally,

Giveyo11r ·
con=.,~ 1enses
a,...., th

t

In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
them . But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts . Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care .

have you ever pondered more
deeply the question of why there
is a population explosion? You
need not search far to answer that
question, for the answer lies in
girl-obsessed people like you and
the Sin Crowd you represent .
Your orgy generation is more to
blame than the large families, for
illegitimacy is strongly linked
statistically to the population
explosion. And you are trying so
hard to rectify : through
Pillpushing and pre-natal
infanticide, the damage you
caused. And at the same time you
discovered the opportunity to
greatly " increase your coital
pleasures and thus subordinate
your constructive capabilities as
human beings to your sexual
shenanigans. You could have
concentrated on something far
more beneficial to mankind , such
as a cancer cure , but you
hedonists instead devised some
diabolical scheme to facilitate
premarital erotic pleasures.
Perhaps the population explosion
is God's just punishment for you
disciples of the devil . Or maybe
you would rather die from a
gargantuan venereal disease
epidemic or from the violence of
sexual rivalry than die of
starvation. There is really no exit
for you to split , cats. Surely you
cannot be permitted to carry on
your evil ways while innocent
people starve and innocent people
are raped. Your evil games are
played at the expense of innocent
people. Your best bet is to cool it ,
or else someday someone ( or
Someone) will holler "Stop!" The
best population control is
self-control , and the second best is
control of those who have no
self-control .
M.H. '73

of Prisoners of War because they
believe that American GI's are not
prisoners, but criminals. Even if
this were true, it does not excuse
the inhumane treatment these
men are given after capture. I'm
sure you are aware of what is
done to POW's in North Vietnam
and I don't believe there is any
justification for it.
North Vietnamese are more
interested in America' s people ,
than they are in our government
and we must show them that we
value every American life over
there - regardless of our attitude
towards the war.
If you care at all , you can do
something about it. You can write
to your congressman, revealing
your sentiments about the
treatment of POW's in North
Vietnam or you can write to this
address:
What About the POW's?
c/o Look, P.O. Box 1
Des Moines, Iowa
50301
Your letter will be forwarded
to Premier Pham Van Dong in
Hanoi.
Thank you ,
Jean Fitzmaurice

Earth Day

To the Editor:
On Earth Day, April 22 , I was
very enlightened to find a Fine
Arts Professor in the snack bar
carrying posters demanding clean
air and clean water. The ironical
part of our whole problem is that
I seem to remember , over the
year , all the shit , members of the
Fine Arts department deposited in
our creek in the name of ART.
Granted the initial deposit could
have been considered art , but as
time passed , pieces of various
items had separated and were
carried down stream as polution .
Every project has a starting point
and I suggest we clean out our
own closets first before we attack
others.
North Vietnam has never
C. Gary Verwilt
fulfilled their pledge under the
Class of '71
Geneva Convention on Protection

What About
the POW's?

Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision .
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self -sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
the eye's fluids. That's because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.

J/iokiay 6uU a 6Jfo1ul

at your
Campus
Headquarters

(That's the trouble.)

for

A very personal problem .. .
yet women who are
confident are using

VAN . HEUSEN"

MY
OWN.
Hygienic Deodorant
Spray to be sure .. the
deodorant that is made
for women only.
Available also in the
cleansing towelettes.

MARSHALL'S
1024 Stuywaant
Union, N.J.
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Coke Fights Pollution
ATLANTA' GA., APRIL 16 ,
1970 - Warning that the Earth
could become a barren planet
with undrinkable water and
unbreatheable air, the president of
one of the nation's largest
corporations has pledged his
Company to a stepped-up war on
pollution.
J . Paul Austin, president of the
Coca-Cola Company, said recently
"The government has been trying
to do something about pollution
and environmental decay since the
first administration of Teddy
Roosevelt." He stated that to
' really solve the problem will
require "the best effort of every
individual and corporate citizen."
Pledging to commit The
Coca-Cola Company to honest
programs aimed at helping to
reclaim and renew the
environment, Mr. Austin said,
"Our corporate goal and a priority
that is right at the top of our list
is to stop any form of pollution
anywhere it exists in our entire
company and to stop it as fast as
money and technology will
allow."
Mr. Austin said The Coca-Cola
Company has just recently
completed a comprehensive study
of all of its operations in this
co untry to determine its
contribution to environmental
pollution.
On the subject of solid waste
and litter , the
Co ca-Co la
Company ch ief executive said that
now over 90 percent of all of the
Company-owned bottling plants
are recycling both glass and paper
waste material by returning ii to
manufacturers for re-use.
In an effort to inform and
motivate the consumer, he said
can manufaot urers are now
preparing to em boss soft drink
cans with the message " Ple ase
don·t tiller
dispose of
properly." In ad dition , he said
The Coca-Cola Company ha s
developed spec ial advertising for
severa l parts of the country to
promote the sale of returnable
bottles.

SATURDAY, MAY 2
An all day string workshop and an evening Youth String concert
will be presented in the Little Theater in the College Center Building.
The morning session, from 9: 30 to 12, will introduce string teaching a
master lesson for elementary, intermediate, and advanced string
students, as well as problems in piano accompaniment and sight
reading. The closing event of the day's happenings will be a concert of
the All-State High School String Orchestra, also in the Little Theater, at
7 :30 p.m.

*

Coca.Cola begins operations to reduce one-way bottles to sand.

As a possible solution to the
problem of mounting solid waste ,
Mr. Austin announced that tests
are already underway with a
unique glass bottle grinder that
will reduce one-way bottles to
sand. The sand, he said, could be
used in the manufacture of
asphalt and with improvements in
the process it may eventually be
possible to make safe, inexpensive
playground sand out of bottles.
1n the instant coffee processing
plant , Mr. Austin said, "We even
use the 'spent" coffee grounds as

fuel to generate heat and power
for the plant."
The Coca-Cola Company chief
executive said that, in the
Company's instant tea operations,
the "spent" tea leaves are
currently being buried in a
private, sanitary land fill. "This is
the proper way to dispose of
them ,"Mr Austin noted , "but we
think there may be a way to
liberate nutritive values from
these 'spent' leaves. We may even
be able to come up with a new
component for, say, catt le feed."

Large Number·s Apply

for NSC Positions

Dr. Richard J . Nichols , the prospective applicants for five top
Aeling Dean of Teacher executive positions at Newark
Education at Newark State State.
Under the new reorganizational
announced that to date over 2 I7
responses have been sent out to plan the offices of Vice-President
of Academic Affairs,
Vice-President of Administrative
Affairs and the Dean of Arts &
Sciences have been created.
Dr. Vogel earned his B.A., 0 pen i ngs also exist in the
Ceremonies for the dedication
of the Bertram Vogel Psychology M.A. and Ph. D. degrees at New positions of Dean of Students and
Lab oratory of Newark State York University. During World Dean of Education.
Coll ege will be held in Willis Hall War II he served in the United
According to Dr. Nichols, "the
on Tuesday , May 5, it was States Navy as Assistant positions are slated to be filled by
anno unced today by Dr. Robert Intelligence Officer for the Fifth July I, but the search committees
Ro th , Professor of Psychology at Fleet. He was a chief propoganda hope
to
have
their
the college and chairman of that officer in the Central Pacific recommendations in by May ."
Theatre , won five citations and The search committees for the
department.
The laboratory is being named decorations and was cited by new executive officers are
in memory of the late Dr. Vogel , Admiral Chester Nimitz as "a key composed of administrators,
Pro fe ssor of Psychology at man in the acquisition of valuable faculty and students. Dr. Nathan
Newark State from 1958 until his intelligence from prisoners of Weiss, the newly named President,
deat h in 1967 at the age of 49. He war."
noted "the process of selecting
Recalled as a Lieutenant the cabinet is as important as the
was the first chairman of the
Psy c hology Division. The Commander during the Korean individuals selected." He added
laboratory had been unnamed conflict, Dr. Vogel served as "we believe that the people who
Director of Psychological Warfare are affected by_ decision-making
until now.
for NATO. While teaching at should share in that process, and
Tea will be served in the forfual
lounge in Downs Hall at 3:00 p.m. Newark State he maintained a that all segments of the college
The unveiling of a plaque is private practice and continued community be involved in the
sched uled for 4:30 p.m . in Willis working in classified- intelligence process of selecting the top
services. He was supervising officers of the College ." Dr. Weiss
Hall and the dedication program
psychologist and psychoanalyst at stated further "the building of the
will be presented at 4:45 p.m.
wit h Dr. Morris Goodman , the New York Mental Hygiene new administrative team will be
president of the New Jersey · Clinic and consulting psychologist an important step forward in
Psy c hological Association , for the United States Department Newark State's growth into a
of Labor and the New Jersey mu Iti-purpose institution, one
delivering the address. Dr. Vogel's
State Legislature .
widow, the former Alice E.
that prepares New Jersey citizens
In 1967 Newark State College to assume careers in government,
Drumm, M.D. will present the
named Dr. Vogel Distinguished ind us try , the sciences and the
college with his collection of
Professor of the Year.
laboratory testing equipment.
arts."

Lah to he Dedicated

*

*

SUNDAY, MAY 3
The CCB Film Committee will present the Japanese film classic
RASHOMAN, at 7:45 in the IPA. The film , directed by the
award-winning Akira Kurosawa, is set in the middle ages, and attempts
to probe the intangible nature of truth and reality.
Three men, a woodcutter, a servant and a Buddhist priest are seen
sheltering themselves from the rain. The woodcutter and the priest are
deeply disturbed by a recent series of events which the woodcutter
narrates.
A minor nobleman and his wife , traveling on horseback through a
forest were attacked by a bandit who killed the husband, raped the
wife, and stole their horse . The capture of the bandit and the
subsequent investigation brings to light four different versions of the
incident. We find that each has interpreted reality selfishly to make
himself appear in the most favorable light.
A particular occurence during the brief epilogue is sufficient to
restore the priest's faith in mankind.
In unfolding the story of RASHOMAN, Kurosawa cleverly uses a
series of flashbacks, and flashbacks within flashbacks, returning
periodically to the three men taking shelter from the rain . The film has
been lauded by critics as being a classic and one of the greatest films of
all time. RASHOMAN won the Grand Prize at the 1951 Venice Film
Festival, and an Academy Award for the Best Foreign Film.
The starring role of the Bandit is assumed by Tashiro Mifune who
had a more contemporary role as co-star with Lee Marvin in HELL IN
THE PACIFIC, which enjoyed a recent screening at NSC.

* *

*

MONDAY, MAY 4
From 5 until 7 p.m. there will be a meeting of the DRUG
ENCOUNTER GROUP , EXPLORE, in Downs Hall Formal Lounge , to
continue working toward more understanding of why people get into
drugs and what drugs do to people.

* * *
TUESDAY, MAY 5
The film FOR PETE'S SAKE, sponsored by the Alethian Society
will be shown from 3:30 to 5 : 15 p.m . in the TRA .

*

*

*

The film , EASY RIDER will be screened at 7:30 p.m. in the IPA, for
the benefit of the Barbara Tuffel Scholarship Fund. Admission is $ 1.00.

*

*

*

THURSDAY, MAY 7
There will be a lecture entitled ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
at 1:40 (College free hour) in Willis 200.

*

*

*

*

FRIDAY, MAY 8
Famous WOR radio personality JEAN SHEPHERD will probably
be saluting the Garden State as part of his lecture at 8: 30 p.m. in the
TPA. Tickets are $2 .50 arid can be purchased at the Information Desk.

* * *
INSTANT KARMA, NCS's coffee house, will be open in the Hex
Room from 7:30 p.m. to midnight, with food and entertainment, as
always.
* * *
SATURDAY, MAY 9
The NSC Co-Op will sponsor a "Russian Night" concert, featuring
The Russian Liturgical Singers, with the St. John's Russian Folk
Ensemble and the Glinka Russian Folk dancers, at 8 p.m. in the TPA.
Admission is free .

Classified Ads

To the Blond
baseball player:
... Now is the time to act. Why
don't you open your mouth and
say something instead of staring
all the time? We could get to
know each other. Time is running
out . . .
The Girl
From Downs

"Love knows no limit to its
endurance, no end to its trust, no
fading of its hope: it can outlast
anything."
See: For Pete's Sake
May 5 - IPA - 3:30 p.m. $1.00
Aleithian Society

"The streets of our country are
in turmoil. The universities are
filled with students rebelling and
rioting. Communists are seeking
to destroy our country. Russia is
threatening us with her might and
the Republic is in danger. Yes,
danger from within and without.
We need law and order. Yes,
"sans" law and order our nation
cannot survive. Elect us and we
shall restore Jaw and order."
·Hitler - 1932
Hamburg, Germany
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Smedley Frinks Again
,

BY ED NAHA
In the darkest shadows of the
night, a long, thin figure whispers
to a black enshrouded form at his
bedroom window. It is Smedley
Frink waving bye-bye to his
mommy, Yes America, it is
Smedley Frink, the man of the
future.
As a boy, Smedley was as
popular as any other 4'2" ten year
old who had a moustache and
pimples and who played basoon.
Oddly enough, he was not voted
MOST POPULAR by his
graduating class at St. Rose of the
Bum Leg Grammar School.
Upon entering high school,
Smedley, now a full 4' IO",
discovered he had extraordinary
prowess at athletics. He scored
two touchdowns in a home
softball game and set a new record
in the broad jump afte walking
into the girl's locker room by
mistake.
Realizing sports was not meant
to be his life, young Frink
spurned his budding career and
returned to his first love ; music.
Abandoning his basoon, Smedley
decides to become a concert
jaw-harp player. His hopes soon
fade however, after realizing that
this could be detrimental to his
oral hygiene.
Senior year brought Smedley's
first and only date ... Prom time.
His mother arranged a blino date.
Aided by a seeing eye dog, the
couple attended the ill=fated
festivity. She made a remark
about his mother and Henry
responded the only way a
gentleman could, never regretting
it. Still, it didn't help his dating
status any, having her tell the
whole school that he had punched
her.

~
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Even bathing every day
can't stop it.
Feminine odor starts internally, and no amount of bath•
ing can remove it. Soap and
water simply can't reach the
area where the odor starts.
That's the r~ason you need
Norforms• ••. the second deodorant!" These tiny internal suppositories kill germs-stop odor
etfectively yet safely. In fact, gentle, doctor-tested Norforms are
safe and easy to use, you can
use them as often as necessary.
No bath or shower can give
you Norforms' protection. Get
Norforms, and you'll feel se'1.lre and odorfree for hours.

so

•
· rock and roll, Clapton's ride being
a classic.
This is one of those rare
albums that leaves little to be
desired. May D and B's next effort
be as good.
P.S. That pair of feet sticking
out of the car window on the
album cover? None other than
good old Mr. Dylan himself.

-......;::'.

At 22, Smedley now
contemplates another date. He has
asked former roller derby queen •
LaVerne Shoots out for the
evening and he now regrets it. He
turns to his 8" by 10" glossy print
of Chaucer, hanging in his
bedroom, and cries; "Oh, great
muse! If thou couldst only speak
to me now. Tell me what to do!"
Chaucer remains unmoved.
"Sticketh it up thy asse," he
deadpans.
Undaunted, Smedley sets out
for his date. Picking up LaVerne
("Hi Laverne.") at 8:08 P.M. he
proceeds to go to the Little
Theater to catch the 8: 30 showing
of BIRTH OF TRIPLETS.
Having seen all the re-runs of
Ozzie and Harriet, Smedley knows
just how to behave. Waiting for
the right moment in the theater,
he deftly places his arm around
La Verne and into the ear · of an
elderly gentleman sitting to her
right. "Christ!" he thinks, "Will
hunger and starvation never end?"
It is now 10:0S P.M.
At 11 :00 P.M. they enter
Snotty Al's Bar and Grille and
order three cheese danish and a
chocolate polack. They converse:
"So you used to play
baboon?" she asks.
"That's basoon," he replies.
By 11 :30 it is apparent that all
is not going well for the two
lovers. LaVerne does not' eat her
greens. Smedley reacts:
"Eat your greens," he
commands.
"You eat them," she replies.
In a fit of animalism , Smedley
reaches over the _table _and

The second deodonim.

.

Tape X Change Club
832 Union Avenue
Hillside, N.J. 07205

8 Track Tapes
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$1.25
Pick your own choice of music rock, popular, jazz, country and
_..rn, classical, Hollywood, and·
Broadway
Our
revolutionary
membership
concept enables us to offer you 8
track tape and cassettes on an
exchange program. Information will
be sent to you upon request.

passionately: kisses· La Verne's left
nostril, pressing her bosom hard
against his mashed potatoes.
At 12:00 Smedley rides his
date home . He is too cheap for a
cab, and she has a strong back
anyway. They stand at her door.
Smedley looks into her velvet
yellow eyes and wants to cry out
in a passionate fury : "God,
LaVerne how I Just for you. Ah,
but it will never be. We are to be
like two ships passing in the night.
Perhaps in an9ther time .. .
another place." Instead, Smedley
turns to his princess and whispers ;
"Thanks for the ride."
LaVerne turns coyly to her
beau, "You stink" she responds.
"I do not, you do," quips
Smedley.
"Your baboon stinks," smiles
La Verne.
"That's basoon."
"Your mother too."
That does it. Smedley, always
the gentlemen, attracts his date's
attention by pointing to the right
'"Look over there!") and catches
her with a quick left. She replies
demurely with a full head-lock,
beating in young Frink's head
with repeated knee-slams.
"God," she sighs, "Why can't
we live in peace and
understanding?"
"Why must the people starve in
Korea?" cries Smedley, falling to
his knees.
"I know," she sobs, "How
many seas must the white dove
sail, before she can sleep in the
sand?"
"It's true!" cries Smedley,
"And a rock feels no pain, and an
island never cries."
"Like
a dangling
conversation," whimpers
LaVerne, "Now, eat dirt you
runt! " she continues, pushing
Frink's face into the ground.
"Love is the answer," blurts
Smedley. "Love is all, love is
sjfhj."
1: 00 a.m. La Verne Shoots is
asleep in her bed. Smedley Frink
is practicing on his baboon
somewhat haphazardly due to a
recent loss of teeth.•Thousands of
people are starving in India.
Smedley wants his face to clear
up. Eat your greens.

by Howard Duff
The rumblings were heard
awhile back ; " Watch out for
Delaney and Bonnie," everyone
was saying. "They're getting a
monster of an act together ." was
the word. Some research revealed
that Delaney (Bramlett - the guy)
and Bonnie (Bramlett - the chick
- oh, and they don't have the
same name because they're
brothers.) had released two
previous albums of average
quality , but showing great
potential. Mick Jagger was quoted
as saying Delaney and Bonnie
were "the best rock and roll act in
the business at present."

Then it all happened. Reports
came back from Europe that Eric
Clapton, George Harrison, Dave
Mason ( of Traffic) and a host of
others had attached themselves to
D and B's European tour and were
tearing the house down wherever
they went. (Now it would appear
from that last statement that the
reaction D and B were getting was
due to the super-stars surrounding
them . This isn't so. Delaney and
Bonnie earned their recognition
on their own merits.)
The group hit the U.S. and
reaction was the same
overwhelming. Now after a few
hassles with getting it out , Atco
has released an album recorded on
the tour around the end of
December in Croiden Hall ,
England. The LP is called

DELANEY AND BONNIE AND
FRIENDS - ON TOUR - WITH
ERIC CLAPTON (sd 33-326). It

Once upon a time there was a
man named Frank Zappa. He was
a very strange man who had a very
strange band called "The Mothers
of Invention." They· played music
in clubs that people didn't like
because they couldn't dance to it.
They didn't smile and jump up
and down for the ladies and
gentlemen in the audience. They
told them things like "If your
children ever find out how LAME
you really are, they'll murder you
in your sleep." This was not nice.
They they began to make
records. They we.re very good
records. They didn't sell very well.
The Mothers began playing places
like the Filmore and the Whiskey
A-Go-Go . Another three years and
over a half - dozen albums later
Zappa and his group called it
quits. Sneering about the I.Q.
level of youth today , Zappa
departed proving the underground
rumor that American audiences
have little or no musical ta~te to
be a fact.
Zappa and The Mothers are
back on two nifty albums, HOT
RA TS (Zappa solo) and THE

MOTHER'S BURNT WEENIE
SANDWICH. They are very good.

lives up to the excitement of the Zappa does some fanta stically
tour in every way. Whereas "live" interesting things with his music.
recording is quite difficult for a And for all you practical boys and
rock group, the sound quality and girls, there are cuts you can dance
the level of the performance for to. Why, Willy the Pimp is almost
example, D and B have come up rock and roll , and Valerie is really
with one of the best live records neat old rock and roll, and mom ,
since Otis Redding's LIVE IN are there ever horns (saxophones,
too!) on Peaches in Regalia and
EUROPE album.
Numbers featured include: there's Sugar Cane Harris playing
"Things Get Better," a Steve violin and Shuggy Otis and ...
Cropper - Eddie Floyd, Stax-like and . . . Oh , what do you care?
song, and a great opening number ; You probably wouldn't like it
"Poor Eliah," a tribute to the anyway .
great old bluesman Robert
Johnson ; " Only You Know and I
Know," a Dave Mason penned
number; "I Don't Want To
Discuss It," the old Rhinocerous
song, which comes off ten times
better by D and B; "That's What
Roger M. Steffens, actor and
My Man Is For," a cut that shows
Bonnie ranking with Slick and poet, will return to Newark State
Franklin as a chick vocalist; · College on May 14,1§70. He will
"Where There's A Will There's A show slides and will discuss the
Way," the current single; "Coming · cultural, historical perspective of
Home" the last single, including a Vietnam, based on his new book•,
virtuoso performance by Clapton, at 1 :40 p.m. in the Little Theatre,
Most likely the best cut on the and will read modern poetry and
album; and "Little Richard Shakespeare in the Coffee House
Medley," which is just plain old in the evening.

.Notice
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Plans Made for Another
New York Rock ·F estival ·
Sal Scaltro, says this newest
festival is "a whole different trip"
NEW YORK - (CPS) - Plans and th.at he and Lang are
for a three-day summer rock confident it will be relatively free
festival on an upstate New York of hassles.
farm June 26-28 were announced
The scheduled dates are June
here at a press conference that J 26, 27, and 28, with the grounds
reflected the skepticism opening on the 24th for early
accompanying such ventures these arrivers who want to camp out.
days. Straight reporters from the Camping, parking, and admission
established media seemed to the daily 12-hour shows cost
concerned about such issues as $20. Tickets will be available
crowd control and drug abuse, through Ticketron agencies. The
, while freaks from the promoters are announcing that
ticket sales will be limited to
1 underground press worried that
another rock ripoff was advance sales of 100,000, and
underway.
seem uncertain about what to do
The promoters and their if they are deluged. Their
publicist tried to allay the fears on architect says the facilities will be
both sides, but came off sounding built to accomodate as many as
terribly naive about the whole 400,000 if necessary.
festival scene despite assurances
The promoters say they expect
that everything would be cool.
people to buy tickets and not
Executive producer for "The expect a freebie. Filippo publicist
Festival at Amby Williams' Farm" Chester Fox was quick to assure
in Harrisburg, N.Y. is Budd reporters that security forces
Filippo, a promoter who ·booked would be present only to help
"Fantastiks" on campuses and people, not police the crowd.
organized American tours of early "They are not going to have any
English groups. He has formed guns or clubs," he emphasized,
Filippo Festivals Inc., with hopes remembering the Altamont/
of producing regular musical murder.
events on the Lewish County site.
The Harrisburg Town Board
The organization has purchased has passed a resolution approving
the entire 1240 acres from the festivals , providing they are
Williams , a 72-year-old dairy "proper and lawful." Filippo
farmer .
explained the board gave its
Aboard the Filippo venture are "wholehearted support" because
Michael Land and friends , who it hopes to develop the
were involved in last summer's "depressed" ski area . The town is
Woodstock Festival. Lang, along about a five-hour drive from from
with John Carpenter, just New York City, up the thruway
abandoned the upcoming Toronto · via Routes 12 and 177.
Festival because it seemed to be
Present at the press conference
faJling apart. One of his associates, was a representative of the Youth
BY JOHN ZEH
College Press Service

International Party who said it
would make demands of the
promoters, including a voice in
picking talent and in allocating a
portion of profits to movement
groups. If the demands are not
met, he said YIP would call for a
counter "Festival of Thieves" on
the periphery of the regular event.
Filippo said he would deal with
the demands when they were
formally presented. He did
announce that there were already
plans to donate some of the
profits to the Chicago Seven and
Panther 14.
Filippo has assembled a group
that includes specialists in design,
construction, health, film, charter
travel , and related necessities.
Manny Fox will be creative
director. Dr. William Abruzzi, the
- medical supervisor at Woodstock ,
will coordinate a health team.
Lang and Scaltro have been
busy lining up talent, but have
a n noun c e d no definite
committments. Scaltro said
Monday that Led Zeplin and Ten
Years After will probably be
headliners, ·as they are available.
He also mentioned the Band Joe
Cocker and Janis Joplin. 'New
talent will also be presented, and
between shows films will be
shown. (Filippo said no contract
has been signed yet for film rights
of the festival.)
The overall budget will exceed
$1 million , half of which is
already available, he said. Ticket
money will be held in escrow to
assure ticket refunds should they
be necessary. Filippo concedes
(Continued on Page 12)

Dialogue with Artist Harris
(Continued from Page I)

importance of looking at actual
art works as opposed to looking in
a book. California has few major
collections as compared to New
York. West Coast students come
mainly from farm backgrounds,
never -really getting the chances to
see much sculpture. Therefore ,
California students don't have the
sophistication about form as do
New York students. "Without this
observation experience, I don't
see •how we can sensibly operate
forever."
We also talked about the
importance of overlapping and
interelating painting and
sculpture. Mr. Harris feels that is
most important to stop a
"division" mentality. "We are
apparently taught that painting
and sculpture are separated. I
don't know why this must be so.
Painters no longer should feel
themselves confined to canvas and
paint. It is· socially conscious,
never has · the situation bee so
desperate. Artists in the past may
have realized that they are able to
formulate, pattern, and shape the
environment. Until now , however,
they have lacked a total awareness
of what effects environments have_
upon us. Many of Mr. Harris' ~
students have become conscious
of the need to live with , the
present environment. Art students
more and more are disillusioned
with the necessity of making art
objects for their own sake. Mr.

Harris told us of -a graduate
The life situation the artist
student who felt impelled to make finds himself in is most important.
ecology his major concern, after Possible to work with real space
receiving a degree in sculpture . and real volume together with
Mr. Harris has recognized this illusionary space and volume. Mr.
phenomenon but he is unable to Harris made clear, however, the
place it within his own sensibility. importance of first understanding
He recognizes the need to make a the potentials of painting and
strong statement. Art has a living, sculpture as separate mediums.
on going function. Art must no Only then is a "marriage" of
longer store experiences but must reality and unreality possible. The
explore them. Art is not a group also commented upon the
criticism of life (a package of , unfortunate division between
ideas) but an extension of life Industrial Arts mentality and Fine
itself. Mr. Harris doesn't wish to Arts mentality. Some of Mr.
dictate ideas but rather wants to Harris' students have been
move people through their overconcemed with technology.
feelings and senses. We are not Art making, after all, cannot be
what we are able to see, hear, equate with craft time. Sculptors
·taste, smell, a~d feel even more haye lost themselves in the process
profoundly than - the mental of producing cast bronzes,
baggage we keep within our heads. become overly zealous of
A work of art is, after all, an technicalities, such as war page.
object modifying consciousness. Consequently, they become very
Moral conscience may possibly be busy in the studio but never turn
one of its -functions.
again to sculpture as sculpture.
The
Museum of Contemporary
Mr. Harris doesn't understand
the new concept art - art which Crafts in New York, fortunately,
values thought processes as an art is a good example of an attemp·t
piece per se. This sensibility to dissolve the line between the
doesn't recognize the necessity for crafts and the fine arts. The image
of "artsy-craftsy" must be
materialized externalization. "One
changed . .
doesn't have to build a hundred
foot sculpture tower, one only has
An exhibition of Paul Harris'
to imagine it." Mr. Harris still works is currently at the
contends that the experience of Poindexter (E. 84th St. and
making art is still a "much richer Madison). The Fine Arts
and more complex experience." Committee of the College Center
The concrete material result may Board -is responsible for bringing
be quite different from the dream. Paul Harris on campus.

When the frenzy overtook you ,
Your eyes spun and caught
Visions to tempt you.
Unaware of the hazards.
And you found yourself Icarus.
With the sun in your eyes.
and the wind on your breath.
But now you are a gory pulp
on the pavement
a few stories below.
DB

Collegiate Collage
By Kathy Renaud
RIDER BANS 'NARCS'
doors to 100 men and 100 women
The Student Government as the first co-ed dorm on that
Association at RIDER COLLEGE campus.
has called for the "mandatory and
While providing more and ·
immediate expulsion of any Rider
better on-campus living faculties
student found guilty of being a
for males students, Centennial
part of a police undercover mover
Hall will serve as an experiment
on campus." They also declared at
before the Twin Towers
any work being done "for the
dormitory designed to be a co-ed
purpose of initiating criminal
resident hall, opens in September
charges against fellow students be 1971.
henceforth declared illegal."
The college administration has
Selection of the 200 residents
repearedly denied that they were will be by lottery drawing with
aware of any undercover work approximately 30% of them
being done · at the Lawrenceville coming from the class of '74.
Campus.
These students are being notified
that there is a possibility of their
B.O.S. REACTS
living in a co-ed resident hall. If
TO CAMPUS PAPER
objections arise, their names will
The Black Organization of be removed from the lottery.
Students (B.O.S.) of Rutgers There are no requirement
Newark has recently conducted a restrictions for upper classmen.
survey to find if the campus
newspaper, the Observer is an
SHU Studies
effective communicative tool for
University Senate
the Black community on campus.
A governmental University
Cranston · Walker, BOS
Senate
uniting faculty, student
spokesman, released the results of
body
and
alumni is in the final
the cross sampling of Black
students, faculty, custodians, planning stages at SETON HALL
guards, staff administrators and UNIVERSITY.
visitors, which showed that over First proposed a year ago, the
58% never read the Observer while
investigating committee is
only 21 % are regular readers. The
scheduled to make its 'final
figures according to Walker
recommendation to acting
indicate that the Black
president Msgr. Edward J.
community is in need of a
Fleming and the board of trustees
"functioning realistic newspaper
before the close of the school.
that does something posit.ive. By
positive, we mean a Black
The proposed senate would
newspaper."
have 16 members from the
administration , 32 faculty
TSC DORM GOES
members, 24 students and 2
CO-ED IN FALL
alumni and would be second in
Centennial Hall at TRENTON authority only .to the board of
STATE COLLEGE will open its trustees.

Hunt Exhibit Announced
Dr. Fred R . Schwartz,
chairman of the Fine Arts
Department has announced plans
for an exhibit of paintings,
drawings and other works of art
by David Hunt, to be held in the
College Center Gallery of the
Student Center Building from
April 27 through May 15. He is
being assisted by Mr. H. Bernard
Lipscomb, a Fine Arts
Department faculty member. The
28-year-old artist, a native
N ewarker and a cum laude
graduate of Newark State, class of
J.968, will be honored at a
reception in the Gallery on May 2
from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
After graduating from Newark
State, Mr. Hunt realized a life-long
dream and began cave exploring -

with West Virginia as a starting
point. "It is an intense experience
on the levels of sports, science and
aesthetics," says Mr. Hunt, "but
more importantly, caving has to
do with pushing deeper into my
psychic life, searching for some as
yet unknown central core of
meaning."
Some of his prize-wini:iing
credits are the Summit Art Center
and Art at the Mall shows in
1965. He also was included in the
Art From New Jersey show at the
New Jersey Museum in 1967.
A past · art director for
Suburban Life, Mr. Hunt is
currently a senior designer for
Professional and Technicai
Programs, Inc., New York City.
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Radio's Super Story
Teller Arriving Soon
Attention all you Americana
fans out there , your hour is at
hand . For all of you guys and gals
who ate hot dogs at Steel Pier,
collected baseball cards, comic
books, little big books, and those
ever-popular gems, secret decoder
rings; Jean Shepherd is arriving.
On May 8 at 8:30 pm in the
'rheat~r for the Performing Arts,
WOR radio's most interesting
personality will fill the air with
tales of those thrilling days of
yesteryear. Tickets for this
bonanza will only cost $2.50 and
are currently on sale at the
information stand in the Student
Center building. (No proof of age
is required.)
You can stop Jean Shepherd's
world wherever you want and get
off. Six nights a week, up to a
million people gather around their
radios to hear Shep tell how it is
to be a kid growing up in
America, or to laugh at themselves
as he gently needles American
mores and customs.
And where you get off
generally depends upon your age,
Shep says. "The adults think I'm
)ust reminiscing," he says,
"college kids think rm a
humorist, and old people think of
me as 'that guy who talks!"
What the kids think of him is
what Shepherd thinks of himself
- 1ust telling a story." A modern
day Mark Twain, Jean Shepherd
says he is the only verbal story
teller in American mass media.
The plots of Shepherd's stories
generally are localized in his
native Hammond, Ind., where he
grew up with typical rnidwestern
parents (his description), and with
the whimsical and earthy clique of
Flick, Schwartz and Bruner.
Flick, Schwartz and Bruner are
all only character types of "the
kind everybody knows," but to
Shep's nightly listeners they have
become as real as Shepherd
himself. Recently Shepherd saw a
subway graffito in black grease
pencil proclaiming " FLICK
LIVES."
The trio followed Shepherd
into his hated Company K in the
Signal Corps, where, together they
suffered through the foibles,
complexities and snafus of
mill tary life.
Company K is as recent as
Shepherd's reminiscences go.
After that he was an adult and he
uses childhood as "a very valid
literary device."
"If there's anything we all
share," Shep declares, "it's that
we were all kids and didn't know
anything. Society has to be
viewed from the eyes of someone
who doesn't understand it. Huck
Finn and Tom Sawyer are
examples of the journalistic trick.
They are universal and timeless.
There's no generation gap."
Shepherd envisions himself as
"just the observer, sitting in a
grandstand and watching the
world go by." That way, he can
objectively study the crowds
without joining them. "I've found
that all writers, except current
news writers, are observers," he
said. It gives him the privilege of

carefully and slowly absorbing the characters of his pixyish past to
actors in the arena and digesting make his audience feel they are
their antics before he tells his part of the story - to laugh with
listeners what it's like.
or at the cast.
Shep is a man of many
Shepherd be~t describes the
opinions, but "my stuff is all in manor characters in his yarns:
the stories I tell ," he says. " I don't
His mother: The quintessence
see myself as an evangelist or of mother - not an eastern
preacher, and I have a protective mother, but vaguely
responsibility first to myself and amused at life and taking it as it
then to my listeners not to step in comes. "She wonders when I'm
somewhere I don't know what I'm going to get a job."
doing.'
The Old Man: Totally
Shepherd's biggest gripe is "the optimistic, typically rnidwestern
Paul Newman syndrom," or . type. A great bowler and a real
entertainers commenting on the White Sox fan . Nothing ever
political scene. "One of the defeated him, and he always
sickest manifestations," Shep thought of cars as essentially used .
says, "is the belief that because a
Flick: Everybody has known a
man is a good actor or singer he's Flick. He tells dirty jokes but he .
a good political commentator."
knows what they mean. He's a
"The Paul Newman syndrome good year ahead of the rest of us.
Bruner: Occupation, laborer.
is galloping. Singers approach
Vietnam with the same The perpetual out-of-work man.
confidences as .they do when they His real occupation is drinking. In
do a song. Actors are all highly any society a total loser. Very
qualified on any subject-but it harmless and always on relief.
·Schwartz: External beaver with
works only one way. You never
see a scientist or a politician no discernible talent. Totally
industrious and very earnest. "If
telling an actor how to act.
you had a double date with
"It's all a product of panel
Schwartz he would always show
shows (another Shepherd sore
up with the short fat girl with
point along with most movies and
glasses."
pontification folk singers) that let
And ther's Sgt. Kowalski in
entertainers sound off on
Company K, the illerate bane of
anything they want."
Shepherd's Army life. "He's based
Specifically, Shep cited the
recent tacit approval of marijuana on a real sergeant, but with
by anthropologist Margaret Mead another sergeant's name. Unlike
to discuss drugs, "which are a Bilko, who was a lovable tyrant,
medical problem," Shep Kowalski was a hateful tyrant. He
was short and made up for it by
pondered.
Shep's own opinion on drugs : his malevolence. He wore green
"People who dig life have no need Air Corps sunglasses even in the
shower.
to get high.''
Kowalski always starts his
Shepherd keeps his own
personal life just that-personal. All incomprehensible lecture to the
his listeners know that he lives in troops with "Alrights mens, I'm
The Village, likes to fly and fish going to tell you this once, and
and his greatest kick is to walk up only once .... "
Lt. Cherry, who was in charge
to an air ticket office and casually
of
the radar team that was always
order a one-way ticket for some
stationed
in some deserted,
romantic or far-away sounding
distination like Khartoum or festering, uncivilized part of the
world where no one had ever been
Kuala Lumpur.
He deplores an increasing before, was cool and
invasion of privacy and senses that non-involved. "He sensed he knew
by the year 2000, privacy will be something that none of us knew.
only "a romantic concept of the He was vaguely amused in a sad
sort of way.''
past."
Other characters are brought
And Shepherd likes his pad
into
the stories from time to time,
when he gets a chance to get to it.
He averages about thirteen hours but the standbys are the favorites.
work a day in his WOR radio When Shep makes a college
studio and office and makes about appearance he'll bring most of
35 to 40 college appearances a them into his story, and then get
year. "When I'm home I try to the real welcome when . he asks:
write," he says. He contributes "Hey, do you guys want to hear
regularly to about twenty . about my life in Company K?"
Shep's philosophy is ever
magazines. "The hard part is not
that blank piece of paper staring apparent in his soliloquies but not
a!- me from the typewriter ," he blatant. It's kind of " if you
said, "but just the time to get understand the meaning of the
story and its significance, I don't
started.''
Although he does his radio have to tell you the philosophical
shows with only a few notes and angle. I'm not a preacher or folk
sometimes an interesting news singer."
Here are a few Shepherd's
item or so he wishes to quote ,
"each program takes about three off-the-top-of-the-head op1mons
or four days' planning and on various topics, answered
rapidly as if in a word association
thinking," he said.
Planning the stories involves quiz. They may or may not have
seeing a situation through the been or ever will be threaded in
innocent eyes of a child or his stories.
misunderstood and
American politics: exciting.
misunderstanding Army enlisted
Education: going down hill.
man, and using the familiar
Peace congerence : a joke.

Jean Shepard arrives at N.S.C. on May 8.
Hippies : another fanatical
Newspapers: . addicted to them.
religious sect with a cloying sense I read every one I get my hands
of righteousness.
on.
Sex education: sex is much
Music: there is some good
more than a mechanical operation rock, but like everything else on
I don't believe it can be taught.
the pop scene, a lot is overpraised.
· Joe Namath: darn good That's true of any era, from
quarterback whose charisma is Scarlotti to a good Jew's harp
more powerful than his knees.
player. There's some good in all.
Restaurants: our best aren't as
Ads and commercials: the art
good as Europe's best - but our form of our day. Ultimately the
cheap ones are better than cheap most truthful reflection of the
ones abroad .
ways we really feel about things.
The Army : like any other. No There's a 1906 Sears catalogue for
war ever makes sense to the guys sale that tells you more of life
fighting it.
than any novel could - that'll be
Suburbia: like oyster stew - if true of our commercials.
you like it, it's fine , if you don't,
AND, New Jersey: the most
it can give you a rash. Personally, American of all states. It has every
it makes me break out.
thing from wilderness to the
Nude movies: boring - sex is Mafia. All the great things and all
not a spectator sport.
the worst, for example, Route 22.
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Squires Down FDU
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FDU player slides back safe despite Ron Goldfadden's attempt to tag him.

Combining strong pitching and hitting, Newark
State won its second straight game by top ping
Fairleigh Dickinson-Madison 6-2. Freshman R oger
Schreiner pitching a very strong game registered his
first win of the season. The only runs off Schreiner
were two unearned runs in the second after the
Squires scored three times in their half of the first
inning. He struck out fourteen batters while
following only two hits.
In the Squire first , Tom Hanlon opened with a
walk, he then was forced at second on Pat Geroni's
grounder to the box . Charlie Robbins then unloaded
a long double to the left center, Geroni stopping at
third . Ron Goldfadden then topped a slow roller
down the third base line with Geroni scoring on a
close play at the plate. Charlie Robbins was thrown
out at the plate trying to steal home on a very close
play with Goldfadden moving to third. Lou

Ferrante the n walked , proceeded to steal second
and both runners came across on a double by Al
Ramsey giving the Squires a 3-0 lead which proved
to be enough runs for Schriner to work with for the
victory. An oddity occured in the second when
F .D.V. scored their two runs . This was when
Newark State pitcher Roger Schriner struck out
fo ur batters in the one inning. This ha ppened when
on the third strike out the ball got by the catcher
allowing the batter to reach first.
The Squires scored again in the sixth as Charlie
Robbins got his second of his three hits, he then
stole second and came around to score on Lou
Ferrante.'s long double to center. Lou was out trying
to go on third on the play . The Squires last two runs
came in the eighth on hits by Geroni, Robbins, and
Goldfadden . The Squires are now 2-6 while
Fairleigh Dickinson fell 6-3.

Lacrosse Team
Drop s 10-3 Game
The lacrosse team on Saturday
pulled off an upset victory against
York College but fell apart in the
final period as the New York team
overran the Squires 10-3.
As in their first game the
Squires scored the first goal only
faster this time. Ron Stoue won
the face-off and ran the ball
through the York defense to score
his second goal of the season with
only eight seconds gone. York was
unable to break the Squire
defense until midway through the
first period, and two minutes later
scored again to make the score
2-1, York. Bob Liddle tied the
score with one minute gone in the
second period. For the remainder
of the second half the Squires
prevented York from scoring
playing an excellent game. Goalie
Gary Pieretti was in strumental in
keeping York from scoring
making ten saves. Harold Gray
prevented many scores but was
injured toward the end of the

scores by York. Two more scores
came in the third period while five
in the final period completely put
the game out of reach with three
of York players scoring two goals
apiece.
[n all it was an impressive game
for the Squires despite the loss for
the team is showing marked
improvement in each game. The
team travels to New York
Institute of Technology on
Wednesday and comes home again
on Tuesday against Fairleigh
Dickinson.
period which ham pered his
playing ability and eventually
caused him to leave the game.
In the third period York got
the goahead goal after only two
minutes of play b ut was quickly
tied on another goal by Liddle on
an assist from Mike Natale. For
the remainder of the game the
Squires tried hard but could not
mount an effective attack while
defensive lapses caused seven

Bowling Team Finishes
The 69-70 bowling season
came to an end this past Sunday.
The losing season ended on a
winning note as the Squires lead
by senior Ken Cominskey
(221-630 series), Captain Larry
Langlois (210-592), frosh's Mike
Moran (574) and Mike Gister
(526) swept Seton Hall three
games to finish the season 20 -40 .
Frosh Jim Kessler, soph Ed
Janesko, and senior John Askovitz

were not able to attend , but were
a vital part of the team during the
season. Though this was a losing
season the team showed signs of
improvement and next season
should prove to be a successful
one. Anyone who has any bowling
ability and is interested in bowling
next year, drop a note in mailbox
No. 2 53 with name and phone
numb er.

Festival
(Continued from Page 10)

that "basically" he is promoting
the festival to " make money," but
said he hopes to establish a
permanent culture ce nter. "We all
believe these festivals are part of a
new way of life ," added Manny
Fox. Filippo said his people are
working with the New York
Department of Health to assure
that new regulations relating to
festivals on farmland are followed.
" We are looking forward to having
a successful festival," he
concluded.
(ZEH is New York news editor
of Entertainment World)
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Roger Shreiner pitched a strong game for his victory of the
season.

NSC Falls To PSC
Beats Gothics
Paterson

JCS
Newark

State

scored

their

initial victory by hammering three
Jersey City pitches in a 9-4 romp.
The Sq uires made sure of this one

by erupting for 6 runs in the fust
inning. Sloppy fielding plus run
scoring singles by Al Ramsey and
Roger Kostiuk produced the six
runs. Newark State picked up
three more runs on RBI hits by
Lou Ferrante and Pat Geroni.
Pitcher Pat Geroni coasted along
for seven innings until he tired in
the eighth, giving up three
unearned runs. Stan Pietryzk
pitched the ninth, picking up the
save. The Squires are now 1-6.
With half the season still -left the
~ ~res will be o~ ~ pt a
winning record .

HOOK, LINE & SINKER
WESTFIELD AVE., ROSELLE PARK

NEEDS ENTERTAINERS FOR THE SUMMER
MONTHS. START MAY 15. GUI T ARISTS WHO
SING AND WORK ALONE OR DUO. APPLY
BOX 864 ATTN : RANDY O'BRIEN.

Newark State dropped a 5-4
decision to Paterson State. In the
second inning Paterson's leadoff
man drilled one over the
right-center field fence. The
Squires then tied it on a solo
homer by Pat Ceroni . Paterson
took the lead back with two in
the fifth on a walk, a passed ball,
and two hits. Paterson then upped
its lead to 5-1 with two more runs
in the seventh. In the eight the
Squires finally came to life.
Murawski and Hanlon singled and
with two outs Ron Goldfaden
blasted a homerun to right center
leaving the squires one run short
at 5-4. It remained that way as
Newark State was retired in order
in the ninth. Newark State is now
0-6 having lost its last three games
by one run.
UNLIMITED PROFITS
SELLING NEW RECORDS Long Playing Albums - 80c
Each - Top Artists - Top
Labels - Send Only $1 .25 For
Sample Album , 45 R.P.M. And
MONEY MAKING SALES
PLAN. (Please-no curiosity
seekers)

NATIONAL RECORD SALES
P.O. Box 176, Dept. 0-92
Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Just Arrived At Your College Bookstore
In Time For Finals ·
The revolutionary UCT course notes exactly keyed to the following texts:
Palmer, Hist ory of the Modern World
Briton History of Civilization
Burns 'western Civi lization
McCo~nell , Eleme nt ary Econo mics
Hilgard, Psychology
Kagan Psychology
Krech : Elements of Psychology
Munn , Psychology
Horton, Sociology

Blum, National Ex perience
Jones, Health Science
Bainton, Reformation of teh 16th Century
Bainton, The Medieval Church
Barrow, The Romans
.
Bowra, The Greek Experience
Frieden berg, The Vanishing Adolescent
Pirenne, Medieval Cities
Weiss, The Facist Trad ition
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